Guest Author/Readings

A Novel Idea
For Your School

Encourage literacy by sharing stories
and describing the creative pleasures of
reading and writing.
Included in the Activity
• Pre and post reading contact with
students is encouraged over the
internet at www.finelinefiction.com.
• Materials provided to encourage
student contributions to the activity.
• Incorporation of student ideas into
the activity wherever possible,
including the initial development of
student generated ideas.
• A one hour (or longer) presentation.
As well as reading from his own
works, Craig will talk to students
about the process of writing
from story inception through to
completed work.
Description of the Activity
Students are invited to explore the
creativity and pleasures of reading
and writing. A sharp distinction
is drawn between the way stories
are presented on TV and the more
stimulating activity of reading a book.
By describing the creative process,
and demonstrating how it is relevant
to their own experience, the activity
fosters an appreciation for literature.

What is FineLineFiction?
FineLineFiction specializes in creating
and publishing stories intended to be
read ‘on location’. Every aspect of the
process - from conceptualization to
distribution - can be adapted through
collaboration with community and
education partners. The resulting
stories, which can be published in
various media, are first and foremost
entertaining reading that can be enjoyed
by anyone. But they also pay special
attention to the places where they are
set, referencing the geography, people,
history and attractions of communities
and regions. The objective is to create
literature in place, to be enjoyed by
residents and visitors alike. Projects are
made possible through collaborative
partnerships with communities and
businesses interested in seeing ‘their
place’ reflected in stories.
604-514-1665

craig@finelinefiction.com
www.finelinefiction.com
5045 205th Street
Langley, BC, V3A 5P8

Guest Author/Readings

Encourage literacy by sharing stories
and describing the creative pleasures of
reading and writing...

Writer in Residence

Create a short novel of about 100 pages
set in your school community with
involvement of the entire school...

Writer in Residence

About Craig & Diana

Create a short novel of about 100 pages
set in your school community with
involvement of the entire school.
Included in The Activity
• Two workshop days, with novelist
Craig Spence and Artist Diana
Durrand gathering ideas.
• Interactive online sharing of the
resulting story as it is written.
• Recognition of all student
contributions and incorporation of
student ideas into the final story.
• Professionally designed and bound
copies of the finished novel,
including cover illustration.
• A celebration reading/presentation
of the finished book.
Description of the Activity
The Writer in Residence program
provides students with the opportunity
to work directly with an author and
an illustrator. They will see ideas they
have helped develop incorporated into
a professionally written and designed
book, giving them a sense of the
publishing process from start to finish.
The school community will have a book
in its library - and available for re-order that is directly relevant to the experiences
of students, teachers and parents.

Making it Affordable
Schools face many challenges meeting
student needs, so anything that can be
done to offset the cost of activities like
Writers in Residence and Guest Author/
Readings is helpful.

Craig Spence
www.finelinefiction.com
Craig’s latest novel Josh & the Magic
Vial was nominated for the BC Book
Prize in Children’s Fiction and for
the BC Teacher Librarians’ Chocolate
Lily Award. He enjoys working with
students on creative ‘storybuilding’
projects. He has experince as a
journalist and as a Communications
Manager in the education field.
Diana Durrand
www.durrand-art.com
A working BC artist for more than 30
years, Diana has illustrated numerous
children’s books. She also has experience
delivering art workshops to children.
Her fine art is frequently exhibited in BC
juried shows and has been acquired by
the National Art Bank and the Canadian
Museum of Civilization.

Book Sale Revenues
FineLineFiction will provide its books
to school communities at the wholesale
rate, typically 50 to 60 per cent of the
cover price. FineLineFiction will also
provide promotional and sales material
to help increase sales through the
school community.
Local Sponsorship
FineLineFiction will work with the
school community to encourage local
sponsorship. Complimentary books and
materials, promotional appearances and
signings at sponsors’ locations can be
organized through FineLineFiction.
Grants
Schools can often qualify for grants
from corporations, government
agencies and foundations that support
literacy initiatives. FineLineFiction
will assist in any way it can providing
materials that schools may need to
complete the application processes of
granting organizations.

